
 

 

Fredrik Bladh 

Phone:  +46 738144744 

Mail: fredrik.bladh26@gmail.com 

Portfolio: fredrikbladh.com 
 

Location: Sweden, Malmo 

Languages 

Swedish  Native 

English  Full 

 

 

 

Profile 
I am a committed person who likes challenges with the goal of improving open 

the player experience be that through interesting AI, interactive and intuitive user 

interfaces or gameplay related features I am all for taking on the challenge and 

grow with my colleges during the process.  

 

I am a punctual person who loves working with other disciplines to bridge the 

gap of knowledge so that I can keep on growing. As an employee at your 

company I would be able to utilize my skills to their full capacity and keep 

evolving as a game programmer.  

 

Experience and Internship 

07/2019 – 02/2020    Internship at Logic Artists as a gameplay programmer 

Logic Artists is a game company situated in Copenhagen Denmark and with is   

most successful games the critically acclaimed historical RPGs;   Expeditions: 

Conquistador and Expedition: Viking. 

 

As an intern at Logic Artist I have been working with system development and 

implementing various systems and their user interface implementations in 

unreal engine 4 on their next game in the Expeditions franchise.  

 

 

 

 Programming Languages  

C++        Very Good  

C#          Good  

Python   Basic 

Lua       Basic 

JavaScript  Basic 

Squirrel Basic 

 

Game Engines 

Unreal Engine 4 

   Good understanding 

Unity 

   Good understanding 

DirectX 11 Engine 

  Basic understanding 

 

Version control software 

Svn Good understanding 

Perforce Good understanding 

Git Good understanding 

 

Other programs 

Blender  

   Average understanding 

 

Education 

2017-2020 The Game Assembly Malmo  Advanced Diploma in Higher Vocational 

 thegameassembly.com/ Education in Game programming   

The Game assembly is a practical education with its last seven months of the 

education at a work place.  During the second year we develop our own game 

engine and use it to develop projects.  

 

Making games is the focus of the projects and they take up half our education 

and we work in a cross disciplinary group during these projects where we work 

with other students form other disciplines.  

 

These other disciplines are level designers, graphical designers and technical 

designers. We used an agile framework, the scrum method and the version 

control software svn. 

Miscellaneous 

2018 and 2019                Nordic Game Conference, Malmo, Sweden 

I helped as a volunteer during the conference. My responsibilities were to aid in      

the auditorium and help prepare the speakers tech  

Driving license B  

References available upon request 

 

Projects Highlight: check out my portfolio to see more.  

 Sthlm Sunset: Examination project at The Game Assembly where 

I focus on AI and I helped develop three different AI enemies. 

 Project Space Pirate: where I developed a rail shooter and a 

tactical turn based game in unity. 

 Project Elementals: whish is going to be a networked turn-based 

strategy game in unreal engine 4. 
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